Conference on Using Patient-Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs) in Research and Clinical Practice

Hosted by the Sydney Quality of Life Office, University of Sydney

*** COVID-19 Update***

In response to COVID-19, the Sydney University Pandemic Response Team has advised that all University events, and events hosted on campuses, be cancelled or deferred until advised otherwise.

Following their recommendations, the PROMS2020 conference will be postponed while we look into suitable alternative dates.

The Sydney Quality of Life Office was very pleased with the quality and diversity of the many abstracts submitted. We will be inviting everyone to re-submit once we confirm a new conference date. This will also be an opportunity for researchers and clinicians to either update their results, or submit new abstracts.

Everyone already registered for the Conference and workshops will be automatically registered for these events when the new dates are confirmed. We understand some delegates may not be available for the new dates, in which case refunds will be offered where required.

The Sydney Quality of life office will continue to send updates as they become available, and we wish everyone well as we weather this COVID-19 pandemic together.

If you have further queries, please contact us.

From the PROMS2020 committee.